
 

 

Case Study on Product Image Editing 

 

Client's Overview  

The customer is the proprietor of an online way of life store that offers various items like 

garments, adornments, frill, footwear, magnificence and wellbeing items, hardware, sheets and 

draperies, furniture and so forth  

 

Project Requirements: 

Show of appealing and natty gritty pictures is the fundamental vitality of internet business 

based organizations. The achievement of an online store is to a great extent subject to the 

pictures put on the online store and other electronic stages. The underneath referenced 

prerequisites were characterized by our business advancement group subsequent to going 

through the guidelines given by the customer:  

 

• Background to be changed to white  

• Resizing the pictures to 1001px X 1001px  

• Renaming the pictures according to site necessities  

• Turnaround time for all pictures 18-24 hours  

• Products' subtleties to be brought out plainly  

 

Solutions Provided: 

As the task came from an internet business store, it was a sizeable one expecting us to alter an 

enormous number of pictures each day. The moves we made for fruitful achievement of the 

task are talked about beneath:  

 

To ensure that neither quality nor turnaround is undermined with, we chose a portion of our 

most effective picture editors and make a different group for the task. Every part in the group 

was told to deal with both quality and timing.  

 

The renaming shows recommended to us by the customer were imparted to every one of the 

experts conveyed on the venture, so that no picture was done with inappropriate naming.  

 



 

 

As every one of the pictures were to be resized to 1001px X 1001px, every one of the architects 

were approached to adhere to the resizing guidance as a matter of course.  

 

To guarantee unequaled quality item pictures, we made a group of 3 quality examiners to check 

the yield before definite conveyance. They used to investigate the altered pictures consistently 

so the conveyance isn't deferred in any way.  

 

For convenient conveyance, we made extraordinary game plans and named 2 bosses having 

impressive involvement with taking care of item picture altering groups. These administrators 

were there for settling any issues that picture editors experienced while executing the tasks.  

 

The Outcomes  

The difficult work and devotion we put in the work brought incredible outcomes and we 

conveyed the undertaking inside the specified time period, satisfying our customers with the 

pictures in all regards. Our customer discovered the conveyed pictures consummate and send 

extraordinary commendations for our colleagues.  

 

Benefits to the Client:  

Stunningly Detailed Images-E-trade items sell better if pictures show every one of the 

applicable subtleties appropriately. Having itemized pictures, the deals of our customer 

encountered a blast and brand picture reinforced without further ado.  

 

Fast Processing-As the pictures were altered according to the timetable, our customer had the 

option to proceed with the arranged business tasks in an ideal way.  

 

Enhanced Online Visibility- Renaming of the images keeping search engine practices in mind 

led the client to better online visibility. 

Better User Experience- Good-looking and informative images helped the online store provide 

better experience to the visitors of the store. 


